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1I. INTRODUCTION
The canning of green sweet corn is an extensive industry
in the United States and is of some importance in Illinois.
The corn is grown near the factory, and is in condition to can
during the last week of August and the month of September. The
ears are snapped from the stalks in the field, thrown into
wagons, and drawn to the factories. The husks are removed by
hand or "by machine, or usually "both methods are used at once.
The husked ears are sorted and go on a carrier through a spray
of water and through brushes that remove the silk, then to the
cutters which cut through the kernels and separate the corn
from the cobs. The corn then goes to the mixers, and sugar,
salt, and water are added. It is cooked a short time at 180°P.
by a kind of continuous Pasteurization, and is fed to the fill-
ing machine, and so into the cans. The cans are capped, and
the vent soldered by machinery, but on inspection some are re-
turned to be soldered by hand. The cans are filled into iron
crates and are wheeled into the large steam chests or canners'
retorts. The doors of the retorts are secured, and steam is
turned in under a pressure corresponding to a temperature of
250° I
.
for usually seventy- five minutes. The pressure is
then lowered, and the crates are drawn out and run on a chain
through a long, deep trough of flowing cold water. The cans
emerge still more or less hot and are filled into crates,
twenty-four cans to the crate. Sometimes the cans are stacked
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Two vital factors are at the foundation of canning, the
raw corn is alive and living "bacteria accompany it. The vital
processes of the raw corn cease with cooking, and cooked corn
would remain good if it were not for the presence of "bacteria
that survive cooking. These "bacteria are killed in the pro-
cessing in the canners' retorts, or at least it is the purpose
of the canner to kill them, and spoilage and financial loss gen-
erally results if he does not succeed.
Our preliminary studies indicate the numbers and kinds
of organisms in corn "before cooking, after cooking, after par-
tial processing in the retorts, and after complete processing
,
and also show that the water of the cooling trough contains
bacteria which may infect leaky cans.
The main study is on a spoilage of standard corn which we
found to he due to thermophilic anaerobic gas forming bacteria
which evidently survived a processing at 150° P. for seventy-
five minutes. This spoilage occurred on the first eleven days
out of a total run of twenty-eight days, and affected the
standard grade and not the extra standard, although both grades
were handled alike from the mixers on. The extra standard was,
however, also proved to contain some latent infection. The
loss was not accounted severe, amounting to only about g$ of
the total seasons pack in this factory, but during the eleven
days on which it occurred over 3500 cases were lost, valued ap-
proximately at $3500.

3A prominent Illinois canner, estimating the loss from
sours and swells in the various factories in the State of Ill-
inois, says: "Some years, doubtless, the losses from this
cause will probably reach $100,000 to "150,000 in the State,
while other years it might he as low as $15,000 to $20,000. n
Examination of one stack showed that spoilage increased
to the center of the stack, and therefore was due to high tem-
perature incubation. Cans which had swelled and had not "burst
showed one kind of spoilage in about 91% of the cans and appar-
ently one kind of organism in pure culture; the remaining 9$
showed another kind of spoilage "but the same organism associated
with some other in mixed infection. Incubation of slight swells
at high temperature resulted in tight swells, and incubation of
apparently sound corn from the same stack and from other stacks
showed the presence of latent infection in both standard and in
extra standard corn. Inoculation from can to can and incuba-
tion resulted in swells at high temperature, 45°C to 72°8, but
not at 57° C, 25° C,nor at room temperature, and not at 82° Q.
Boured cultures in corn agar were negative under aerobic
and partially anaerobic condition and at low temperatures, but
were positive in two series of anaerobic culture at high tem-
peratures. Pure cultures were isolated and the organism was
studied. In pure culture it caused the same kind of spoilage
as in the cans from the stack.
Following the experiments on this spoilage are some ob-
servations on the spontaneous heating of raw corn when piled
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philic bacteria "but the source of the initial high temperature
for their growth. The corn ear worm is shown to he a source
of "bacteria in corn. Finally, there is a "brief review of lit-
erature on thermophilic bacteria.
In presenting this work I wish to thank Dr. Otto Rahn, of
the University of Illinois, for much kindly and helpful advice
and valuable criticism.
PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS IU FACTORY B
Bacteria in raw corn from the mixers : - Corn from the cut-
ters goes to the mixers, and is mixed with sugar, salt, and
water before cooking. Plate cultures from the raw corn in the
mixers show the number of bacteria and other fungi alive in
the raw corn and so show the numbers of dead bacteria in the
corn after canning. There were found from two millions to
four millions of bacteria and from twenty- four to thirty thous-
and moulds per cubic centimeter of the raw corn in the mixers.
The cans used hold about 550 cc. of corn, therefore about two
billions of bacteria and up to sixteen millions of other fungi
went into each can. By comparing with the results after cook-
ing, it is seen that about 8,000 bacteria, or one in 200,000
survive cooking, and all other fungi are killed. The bacteria
that survive cooking are killed by processing.
liethod of plating :
- A 1 cc. pipette gave twenty drops per
1 cc. A platinum loop was made and its size changed until it
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one loopful measured 1/600 cc. As the corn discharged from
the mixer to the cooker, a loopful was taken and put in a ster-
ile Petri dish and corn agar was poured in from a flask of
sterile medium so as to mix with a loopful of corn. The plates
were kept in the air and a room temperature, and gave the fol-
lowing counts in twenty- four hours. These plates in a few days
were over-grown with Uucor and spreading growths of hacteria.
Table I.
Aerobic plate cultures in corn agar: Sample 1/600 cc.
raw corn; incubator tv/enty-four hours at room temperature,
September 20th - 21st:
Bacteria Surface colonies
Mixer per 1 cc. of moulds per 1 cc.
1 2,220,000 24,000
1 2,860,000 30,000
2 S, 720, 000 SO, 000
2 4,000,000 24,000
4 2,880,000 30,000
4 2,520,000 25,000
Control 1
The control was poured from the same flask of corn agar
in a Petri dish from the same steri' izer.
The large surface colonies were round or v/avy, raised,
wet-shining, mucilaginous. When stained v/ith saturated alco-
holic gentian violet, they showed mucilage and small, short
rods, single, inttwos or short threads. The small surface
colonies and the deep colonies were various. The moulds
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Muc or
.
One plate was counted after forty-eight hours, and there
was a decided increase in "bacteria and moulds. Under the low
power of the microscope minute colonies were visible which
would possibly double these numbers. Strict anaerobic bac-
teria were doubtless present in the samples, but were not re-
vealed by the aerobic cultures.
Bacteria that survive cooking : - IIo yeasts, moulds or cocci
were observed that survived cooking at 180° F. By comparing
with cultures made immediately before cooking, it is seen that
one bacterial cell in 200,000 survived cooking. At least five
in seven of those bacteria remaining alive after cooking were
gas formers. Typical colonies were isolated and inoculated in
sound canned corn and caused the cans to swell, and the cul-
tures were recovered from the inoculated cans.
The cans entering the retort contained about ZQ living
cells in 2-1/2 cc, or 8,000 living cells, probably all spores,
in each can. These bacteria were all killed by processing at
o
250 P. for 78 minutes, for the canned corn remained sterile.
The plates were made as follows. A teaspoon was filled
level full with water from a pipette and was found to contain
5 cc. The spoon was flamed, cooled in air, dipped full of
corn from the cooker, and leveled off by means of a flamed
platinum needle. The corn was evenly divided by means of the
needle between two sterile Petri dishes and sterile corn -oe-o-

tone agar was poured in and mixed with the corn sample. The
plates were incubated at room temperature. Controls developed
no colonies.
Table II.
Plate Cultures from the Cookers
Other
Submerged growth
ooker Temperature Oxygen Total colonies lenticular causing
F supply in sample 2-l/2cc.gas forming gas bubbl
1 182° aerobic 41 22
1 182 anaerobic 14 6 3
2 180 aerobic 40 3 11
2 180 anaerobic 38 8 10
2 181 anaerobic 43 9 21
3 180 aerobic .25 5 15
3 180 anaerobic 64 18 36
Average aerobic 35
" anaerobic 40
The total number of colonies includes growth not in dis-
tinct colonies forming gas bubbles beneath the surface of the
agar, each bubble being counted as one colony. There were
some distinct submerged colonies that formed no gas. Each
area of surface growth due to spreaders was counted as one
colony. In most of the plates, there were large, round, raised,
wet-shining colonies which would probably form gas if submerged.
Such a colony formed gas when stabbed in corn agar. They are
not here counted as gas formers.
A typical submerged lenticular gas forming colony was is-
olated from an anaerobic plate, sample from cooker TY/0 at 180°
3?. and this culture v/as inoculated in a can of sound corn. In
three days, the can swelled. The odor v/as somewhat cheesy, the

8corn foaming with gas and the natural brown color was dis-
charged. The corn was plated and the sane organism was recov-
ered in four days as long, wide, grain positive rods, single and
in pairs and in chains. A colony isolated from a sample from
cooker THREE 180° ff. also caused swelling.
Swells from corn cooked and not processed : - On three dif-
ferent days cans of corn were taken from the same crate, some
"before processing and some after processing. They were taken
"by twos at different hours during the day, and were set aside
at room temperature. The corn in these cans was cooked at
varying temperatures near 180° F, and the corn in one can of
o
each pair was also processed at 250 F for 78 minutes.
Every oan cooked and 2iot processed swelled, and every
swelled can which was not opened hurst. The gas from every
swell was inflammable, and did not blacken lead acetate paper.
The corn had not increased in acidity, the brown color was re-
duced, so that the corn was white. The odor and flavor was like
cheese, or like gassy curd cheese.
Hanging drop preparations from two swells showed only long,
wide rods, single, in two's or threads of several, and not in
motion.
Stains were made from all cans. The swells in most cases
showed only long, wide rods, single, in two's or threads of sev-
eral, taking Grams stain. Every swell from corn cooked and not
processed contained such bacteria in large numbers. Some con-
tained also slender, Gram positive rods and some both these and
small, short, Gram positive rods. A streptococcus in lon^

9threads was found in one can, and Gran negative, slender rods
in another, "both associated with the long wide Gram positive rods
Plates in corn peptone agar from swelled and hurst cans
soon developed numerous colonies. Cultures were isolated, and
on inoculation in sound cans soon caused swells, some of which
hurst and some were opened. The swells produced by pure cul-
tures of the long, wide , Gram positive rods resembled the orig-
inal swells. The swells from pure cultures were plated, and
the bacteria were again recovered in pure culture. They formed
spores
.
Some cans swelled near to bursting were punctured so that
the gas escaped, and the corn was had for examination by thrust-
ing a platinum needle in at the puncture. These cans were re-
soldered and burst within twelve hours.
The processed can corresponding with each swell was ex-
amined afterwards, and none were swelled. The corn was stand-
ard corn of good appearance and flavor and free from bacteria
on staining and culture, and cans inoculated with corn from these
cans remained sterile.
_ o
Corn underprocessed : - Cans processed at 250 P. for twenty
minutes or less swelled in two days, and if not opened, burst
v/ithin five days. Such cans contained 300 to 400 cc. of in-
flammable gas before bursting. Large numbers of bacteria, long,
wide, Gram positive rods, were found in the fermenting corn.
Aerobic plate cultures in corn peptone agar developed many col-
onies from two of the cans, but none from the other cans.
By under-processing a few cans at times during the canning
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season, the "bacteria nay "be studied which might cause general
spoilage and the minimum effective process may "be determined.
However, it was found safe practice this year to process 75
or 78 minutes at 250° P,
Cans which swell and "burst in large numbers and show large
Gram positive "bacteria in apparent pure culture have "been under-
processed. Scattered swells, one or two in a case, usually not
"bursting and showing various "bacteria, especially small, short,
Gram positive rods, are leaks, and often the leaks are evident.
Cans Under-Processed
Table III
I.linutes Total Minutes Resulting
Cans at 250 F in retort swells
2 5 7-1/2 2
4 10 13 4
6 20 23 6
4 40 44 1
All the twelve cans processed less than 40 minutes showed
swelling in two days and soon "became tight swells with "both ends
convex. Some "burst and some were opened when nearly ready to
"burst. Of those processed 40 minutes, one swelled and burst in
five days and the other three did not swell and were opened in
five days and found good and apparently sterile.
In all the cans tested the gas was inflammable and did not
"blacken moist lead acetate paper. Several cans were punctured
under water at about 20° C. and the gas was measured by dis-
placement in a graduate. A can processed five minutes gave 300
cc; a can processed ten minutes, 530 cc. and a can processed
forty minutes gave 410 cc. of gas. Since cans of this kind
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usually "burst when subjected to a pressure of five atmospheres,
the gas while within the cans would occupy one-fifth of these
volumes. It is safe to incubate a can which is swelling until
its increase in colume, measured "by displacement, approaches
82 cc. in a 550 cc. can. The can is then ready to hurst under
a pressure of 5 atmospheres. These cans stood on end, and some
in "bursting threw off the upper end, while some opened "by rais-
ing the end like a lid, and a few "burst the side seam.
Smear stains were made from the cans which hurst and those
which were opened. All that swelled showed apparently the same
"bacteria, long, rather wide rods, with rounded ends, single or
in two's or in trains of several, and taking Gram's stain.
Ho cocci yeasts nor moulds were found. Such a statement
in these notes referring to stains or cultures means that such
forms were not found in numbers to cause the observed changes.
On search, various organisms can be found in canned corn. Also,
air contaminations in plates were common in this laboratory.
Plate cultures were made from the cans, using corn peptone
agar. The transfers were made with a platinum loop, delivering
about 1/600 cc. and the statement that many colonies developed
means several millions or upward per cubic centimeter. In a
series of twelve aerobic plates, no colonies developed in eight
days, except in two plates from two cans processed ten minutes
at 250° F, One plate showed numerous filamentous, deep colon-
ies and wrinkled surface colonies, and the other showed raised,
round, surface colonies and entire deep colonies. Tour typical
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colonies were isolated from one plate and inoculated in cans of
sound corn. All of the cans swelled in four days. The corn
was gassy, with a cheesy odor and was slightly sour. On stain-
ing, all four showed long, wide, Gram positive rods, single
and in two's and chains. Plates were made and the organism was
again recovered in pure culture. Control plates from cans pro-
o
cessed at 250 f. for 78 minutes showed no colonies.
Three of the four cans processed for 40 minutes contained
normal canned corn of good flavor and free from "bacteria on
staining. The swell failed to develop colonies on plating.
On August 21, 1912, Dr. Otto Rahn processed some corn 25
o
minutes at 250 F. Cans were opened at intervals and the corn
was found normal sweet corn of good flavor. After 18 days,
three remaining cans were opened. Hone were swells, two con-
tained normal sweet corn, one was flat sour with a decided acid
taste, "but the corn was not liquified. A stain showed many
long, slender rods, often in\chains and taking G-ram's stain.
Small leaks made in cans : - A method was devised for making
small leaks in cans. Cans were selected after capping and seal-
ing and "before processing. A fine sewing needle ,#8 sharp ,was
held in a hand vice and thrust through the solder closing the
vent. The needle was withdrawn, leaving a small leak. The cans
were then processed 78 minutes at 250° F.
A lot of 12 such leaks was run through the cooling tank in
all positions, and the cans were then put in a clean case, seven
cans with the leak up and five cans with the leak down against
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the wooden bottom of the case, and none were further protected
against the air or against flies. All of the seven with the
leak up swelled, and "bacteria were found in them. Three with
the leak down swelled, and "bacteria were found in them. Two with
the leak down were not swelled, the corn remained good, and no
"bacteria were found in them. Controls remained normal and free
from "bacteria on staining and culture. The three swells with
the leak down were much alike. They contained only numerous
small, short, rounded rods, single and in two's and in chains
and Gram positive. Cans A and C were heavily charged with CO .
The corn had the pungent or prickly taste of carbonated water.
The gas did not ignite. The corn continued to foam after op-
ening the cans. Can E contained less CO . The corn in these
cans was white, the normal "brown color "being reduced "by the
culture. There was no sweet taste of sugar remaining, "but a
slight lactic acid taste. There was no unpleasant cheesy odor.
Plates in corn agar from A and C developed many colonies in
three days, and pure cultures were isolated. Plates from E de-
veloped no colonies.
Of the seven swells with the leak up, cans E
, I and G were
tight swells. The gas could not "be ignited. The corn contin-
ued foaming after opening. It was white and had the pungent
taste of C0
2
and no taste of sugar. On staining, we found num-
erous bacteria, large, long rods, clender rods, and small, short,
rounded rods, often inchains and all of these were Oram positive.
Doubtless these small, short rods produced most of the CO
,
the
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same as incans A and C. Can H was sour, not foaming nor pun-
gent, though it contained "bacteria apparently similar. Can K
was little changed, and only a few small, short, Cram positive
rods were found in it. Can L was mouldy with Aspergillus niger,
Pennicilium glaucum, and an unknown mould. This leak had re-
mained open. A stain from the corn showed a Streptococcus in
long and short chains. The corn was not acid nor foaming, "but
was disgusting to taste.
Plate culturesv/ere made in corn agar, using a loopful of
each sample. Colonies developed and were isolated from E, F, G
and H, "but none from K, L, and IT, in seven days
Small leaks were nade in cans "by the method already de-
scribed. Some were cooled "by passing through the cooling trough,
and some were cooled "by standing in cold water with the punctured
end out of water. All were then protected with sterilized cotton
held in place over the puncture "by means of glass slides.
Hone of the four pooled "by standing in cold water swelled
or spoiled. The corn v/as found good and free from "bacteria "by
staining and culture.
Two of the nine cans passing through the tank swelled and
were opened when much swelled. The other seven were found ^ood
and free from "bacteria on staining and culture. Of the two that
swelled, leak 5 contained much gas which exploded on ignition
when mixed with air, "but did not "blacken lead acetate paper. A
stain showed only numerous Cram negative, long, slender rods,
single and in two's.
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leak 6 contained corn which was white with a lactic odor
and a very sour taste. On staining, there were found very num-
erous Gram positive, snail, short rods with rounded ends and no
other "bacteria.
leaks protected from infection after processing do not
swell, leaks cooled in the cooling tank may "be infected "by the
contaminated water and may swell. Some leaks pass through the
cooling tank and escape infection and remain good if protected
from subsequent infection "by the air and "by flies.
The cooling trough : - The water in the cooling trough is
contaminated "by earth from the feet of -workmen passing on the
bridge and by occasional cans that burst and throw their fer-
menting contents into the water. Aerobic plate in corn agar at
room temperature showed 300 colonies per 1 cc, and no doiibt
the bacterial content varies greatly.
II. SPOILAGE III FACTORY A
Swells were twice received from factory A previous to our
visit. The canners thought that these swells were not caused
by leaks because they occurred in large numbers and only in one
grade
.
The first lot showed moderate swelling, an average can
yielding 80 cc. of gas and one of the tightest 180 cc. The gas
was explosive when mixed with air and did not blacken lead
acetate paper. The corn was not sour, but had an unpleasant,
cheesy odor. The corn was quiet, but occasional cans were foam-
ing with C0£.
Oram's stain showed numerous Gram-negative, long, slender,
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straight rods, single, in two's, or in threads. Plate cultures
were made "both aerobic and anaerobic in "beef peptone agar and
in corn agar in measured dilutions, the samples "being ground up
in sterile mortars. All of these plate cultures were incubated
at room temperature, and no colonies developed except from one
can. Apparently sound cans from the same factory and of the
same dates were opened and found to he standard corn of good
appearance and taste in which no "bacteria were found on stain-
ing.
Twenty-four cans were received in a second shipment.. They
were a mixed lot, being sorted from a pile of spoilage, but were
all of the current season and, not over 40 days old. Two cans
showed visible leaks. Some contained slender
,
Gram-negative
rods, and some contained also short, Gram positive rods. The
former were disgusting and cheesy, but not sour, while some of
the latter were sour.
Plate cultures were made on October 8th from all of these
cans in corn peptone agar. One loopfull equal to about 1/600
cc. was used for each plate, and the plates were kept at room
temperature. Many and various colonies developed in one day
in plates from the two visible leaks. No colonies developed
in any of the other plates. Half of the plates were then put
in Uovy jars, using the pyrogallic method, and no colonies de-
veloped in eight days. However, numerous colonies did develop
in an aerobic and an anaerobic plate from one swell. This
swell showed on staining Gram negative, slender rods and Gram
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positive, short rods, "both very numerous, and the corn was very
acid with lactic acid.
The colonies that developed were only of Sram positive,
short rods. V/e were at a loss to know why the "bacteria present
in these cans in numbers sufficient to account for the spoilage
should fail to show colonies in a medium v/hich was known to he
favorable to many bacteria and which should be especially fav-
orable to bacteria from canned corn. Later we met personally
one of the firm, and he said that the processing was according
to their usual successful practice, 75 minutes at 250° P.,
that there was no spoilage in the extra standard grade, that the
cooling was not efficient due to shortage of water, and that he
believed the spoilage increased from the outside of the stacks
inward. This last we found to be true, and accordingly began
work on the hypothesis that the spoilage was due to thermophilic
bacteria. V/e arranged to incubate cans by submerging in water
kept hot with steam.
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Table IV.
Eureka Corn Pack 1912 & Spoilage to Jan. 29, 1913.
Date
packed
llumher of Gases packed
Standard Extra standard
Aug.
Sept •
Cases spoiled
standard
220 C S. 692 C, X
,
282 D. S. 715 I>. X.
27 486 E. S. 1505 F X.
28 687 F ' S 1837 F.
29 746 Ck.S. 3122 C\. * •
30 1045 u. s. 4360 K- X,
1202 r.S. 4159 I X. Total
2nd 1094 «T s . 2486 J. X. nine
3d 4719 K. S 1815 K, X. 2800
4th 4655 Ii • 3
.
1305 L.x. 466
5 5446 LI . S 415 M x - 300
1st 11 days 20579 22412 3565
6th 2690 TT O 3655
7 1072 5087
9 1166 1862
4496
2634
10 1472
2111
2383
11 1129 4415
12 1182 4299
1 3 1195 4254
2877
14 953 900
3777
805
16 1252
_1- i~> *-S i—f 2658
5443
17 956 3099
18 793 3627
19 719 2422
20 742 2359
21 301
23 1281
24 1385
last 17 dayc 20350 59030
1st 11 days 20579 22412 3566
28 days
Total Pack
40929 81442
- 122,371
date
Percentage spoilage in standard packed, 1st 11 days -
Percentage spoilage in total standard packed, 28 days
Percentage spoilage in total season's pack of 28 days
si*
~7
- 17.
- 8 . 7$
- 2.9^
J. *.
/<. x.
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The standard, corn marked under "cases spoiled" in the
table had been examined and showed no spoilage, The extra stand-
ard packed August 28, August 31, and September 10 had "been
shipped and was found free from spoilage. All the corn had "been
more or less examined before our visit of January 29, and it is
believed that there was no spoilage except what is shown in the
table
.
The corn was variously stacked in the warehouses, some in
stacks of crates mostly 8 or 10 crates high, some in solid
blocks of cans not in crates. The way the corn was stacked does
not seem to account for the fact that no spoilage occurred in
the extra standard grade.
Standard corn is mostly more mature. Less sugar and salt
and more water are added to it, and yet it is stiffer than the
extra standard because of the gelatinized starch present, where-
as the material betv/een kernels in the cans of extra standard
is granular and liquid, rather than pasty. The efficiency of
the sterilizing process may differ accordingly.
In factory A there is a dividing board on the carrier, and
the ears are sorted for standard and for extra standard grades,
and the grades go to different cutters, cookers, and fillers.
Both grades were packed on every day except the last three, and
on these three days only standard was packed, and no spoilage
was found. Usually any retort is filled with crates of the same
grade, but at times one grade or the other may cease. Also re-
sulting from the noon and night pauses there may be an odd crate
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of one or the other grade. Thus, not infrequently a crate of
standard and one of extra standard are tagged and processed to-
gether in one retort and so receive an identical process. Cans
from the sane lot were supplied to all the fillers at the sane
tine so that if the cans had "been defective, spoilage would
have resulted alike in "both grades of corn.
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Ta"ble V.
APPARENTLY SOUND CORN AND SPOILAGE IN STAOK L. S.
Face west. Oases
Total
Oases
Spoiled fSpoiled
1 64- 0.4-2 0.65
2 112
13'+
2.00 1.73
3 6.16 4-. 60
if 1M4 10.20 7.08
5 151 16. 25 10.73
6 I63 21.33 12 . ! f-3
7 I63 20.70 12 . 4-5
8 156 19.00 12 .19
9 156 IS. 00 11. 54-
10 153 12.7 8. 04-
Face South
1 m 5.70 3»9o
2 133 S.75 6 .34-
3 124- 4-. 70 3. so
Layer from
top
1 4-1 3.20 2 0. 00
2 4-1 5.60 1^.65
3 4-2 R . So 13.83
Layer," ottorn
under f-^ces 123 2.66 2.16
Tot p 1 168.27 8 . 20
About If. of the above S] oilage was really flue to de-
formed cans containing good corn..
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Analysis of spoilage in Stack L.J3. :- This table shows the
relation "between spoilage and incubation. The stack of cases
cooled from the outside and the period of incubation covered
that part of the period of cooling from about 72° to 40° C. The
outside cases in the stack cooled quickly, and were only for a
short time within that range of temperatures and the per cent,
of spoilage v/as correspondingly small and the per cent, of cans
which swelled but did not burst was large. Deeper in the stack
the corn cooled slowly, the spoilage was larger, and the rela-
tive number of cans which swelled but did not burst v/as smaller.
These proportions were reversed toward the outside layer. The
same is seen in the west faces and in the south layers. South
layer 5 is an exception.
The stack reached close up to the iron roofing of the ware-
house, and the roof retained the heat of the corn and received
the hot sunshine during the day. A longer period of incubation
resulted in the top layers of the stack, and the spoilage was
greater than in other parts and greatest in the top layer. The
per cent, that burst was relatively greater than in other parts
of the stack, and there were no slight swells. The fact that
cans swelled without bursting in all parts of the stack shows
that incubation was cut short in allparts of the stack by cool-
ing, and it was found that when a swell was vented and incubated,
more gas was evolved, and this could be repeated.
from the table it is seen that the per cent of spoiled cans
rapidly increased from the outer layers of the stack inward, be-
ing less than Z/o in the second layer and increasing to about 12$

in the deeper layers. Also, the spoilage in the "bottom layer
next to the floor where it was cooled "by the cement was corres-
pondingly small when compared with the corn lying above it and
still smaller compared to the topmost layer of the stack where
the spoilage amounted to 20%. V/hen the crates were put in this
stack, they were not laid at all in the order in which the cans
came from the retorts, "but were laid up in pyramid form in as-
cending series of steps convenient for the men carrying the
crates. The men who put the cans in crates wore gloves "because
the corn was so hot.
Under our direction the men sorted out the spoiled corn
and put it in cases, each layer "by itself. We examined this
spoiled corn from each layer separately. Generally 2, 3 or 4
cases from each layer were examined can "by can, but there were
only 10 spoiled cans in layer 1 west. The men had sorted out
with the spoiled corn some few deformed cans that contained ap-
parently sound corn.
The cans were examined with the eyes and "by pressing the
side strongly against the edge of a "beam of wood. Slight swells
had "both ends or one end slightly convex and could "be further
dented in. They were full weight, with no visible leak in the
cans. Tight swells were full weight, with no visible leaks,
with both ends strongly convex and could be only slightly dented
by strong pressure.
Tip leaks were often soiled with dried corn juice at the
tip. The vent was sometimes open, sometimes sealed with dried
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corn juice, "but could "be opened with a wooden splinter or with
a pointed iron. Tip leaks generally were not convex. They
could he deeply dented in "by pressure.
Cans with the cap raised were light weight. Often half
the contents had escaped, although the cap was usually only
slightly raised. In rare instances, the cap was raised like a
lid and the can was then nearly empty. Both ends were strongly
convex and permanently "bent, the pressure having been relieved
"by the giving way of the cap. Cans with the cap raised could he
deeply dented by pressure, often with a hissing sound as the air
escaped.
Cans with the side seam hurst were empty, or more than
half empty, and the remaining corn was putrefying and mouldy,
the side seam gaped wide open and the ends were permanently con-
vex.
Cans with the top seam torn showed usually a small gap or
rip by which the gas and some corn had escaped. Both ends were
convex. Cans with the bottom seam torn were usually ripped
wide open. As liquid and solid corn escapes at the bottom, the
gas pressure is more slowly relieved and the resulting rent is
larger.
Both slight swells and tight swells indicate a short per-
iod of growth. Cans with the cap raised or with seams burst
or torn indicate a longer period of growth. The period of growth
may be shorter than the period of incubation, because only spores
survive the process, and where there are only a few spores sur-
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viving in a can, none of then may germinate promptly. Germin-
ation may "be delayed, for several days after the temperature has
fallen within the range of growth, then the cans exposed to the
air in the outside layers soon cool "below the range of growth,
and only slight swells or tight swells result.
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From this it appears that ahout 91% of these swells were
alike in every respect in which they were examined and that they
all contained one and the same organism, and no others. The re-
maining 9% were found to contain this same organism and some
other, and they differed otherwise as shown.
This and further evidence shows that the organism causing
most of this spoilage was alive in the cans after processing.
It survived the process. The other organisms were found only
in association with this typical organism, and they also sur-
vived the process, or in some cases may have gained access
through leaks during their progress through the cooling tank.
The two cans that contained much COg foamed persistently and
freely over- flowed the opened cans. The normal light brown
tint of canned corn was reduced so that the corn was white and
had the sprightly, pungent or prickly taste of carbonated water,
while the 91$ of typical spoilage were normal in color.
Cf the 52 cans examined for "bacteria, 42 showed Oram nega-
tive, slender rods, single or joined end to end in two's or in
threads. These were alike in size and form, and were present in
great numbers, and in apparent pure culture. The contained gas
was inflammable. There was no foaming of the contents, and the
odor was cheesy.
In testing the gases contained in swelled cans, we merely
held an inverted test tube over the puncture and received the
gas in it, then held it still inverted to the flame of an al-
cohol lamp. Original swells, that is swells from the stacks in
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the warehouse, usually contained gas that "burned quietly or else
exploded when so tested. Fresh swells resulting from inocula-
tion, sometimes did the same, but more often the gases gave no
flame nor explosion. The fresh sv/ells were still bubbling with
evolving gases when opened.
Three other sv/ells showed similar Gram negative rods and
also Gram positive, short rods, and differed from the typical
spoiled corn as shown in the table. Only Gram negative, slender
rods were observed in one other can, although the corn was slight-
ly foaming. The four apparently good cans were found to con-
tain corn of normal appearance, odor, and taste, and on staining
by Gram's method no bacteria were found or only the occasional
dead cells present in all commercial canned corn.
The fifty-three swells from faces 5, 6 and 7 West were ex-
amined for inflammable gas only.
III. BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDIES
Incubation Experiments With Cans
Method of incubation in Factory A:- Two tanks each of two
to three barrels capacity and two barrels were filled nearly
full with water, and steam under about ten pounds pressure was
turned in by means of a rubber hose until the water reached the
desired temperatures, 25, 45, 55, and 65? C.
The experiment extended from 7:0>0) A.LI.
,
January 22nd, to
4:30 P.I.I., January 24th, or 57-1/2 hours. During this period
a range of 2° C. was allowed. The water was heated to the up-
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per limit and the tine of heating was recorded, then the temper-
ature was allowed to fall to the lower limit and the time was
recorded
.
TABLE VIII.
Incubation at Factory A.
Average time of rising temperature and of falling tempera-
ture .
Incubator C
25 to 27°
45 to 47
55 to 57
65 to 67°
Average minutes
to rise
constant
2
2.5
2.5
Average minutes
to fall
constant
95
22
17
Most of the recorded times were near the average times for
55° and 65°, hut more variable for 45°.
TABLE IX.
Recorded Temperatures above or below the Range
Range
25 to 27°,
45 to 47
55 to 57°
65 to 67°
Above range
52
67 to 68 o
Minutes
6
4
Below range
18 u
38 to 45
58
64 to 65
63 to 65'
60 to 65*
Minutes
4
5
3
4,7,7
o
8
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TABLE XI.
APPARENTLY SOUND CORN INCUBATEE AT 60tJ.
EXTRA STANDARD SLIGHT SWELL' TIGHT SWELL BURST GRAM
MARKED
103 OX
105 ox
103 OX
111 HX
112 HX
STANDARD
MARKED
136 LS
137 LS
136 LS
1*4-1 LS
1*4-0 LP
1*42 LS
12.5 isrs
126 NS
127 NS
129 N8
133 $8
TUBE
AFTER HOURS AFTER HOURS AFTER NEGATIVE CULTURE
HOURS SLENDER GROWTH
44
»!4
67
68
51
m
173
69
27
51
51
51
27
67
75
74
RODS
+-
+
f
35
Top seam
ripped wide
*+9
Side seam
ripped wide
75 +
Cap raised
-h
51 then 51 then
-f-
25 at 70 C,72 at 70 C.
Cap raised
at 6o° a
+-
#Opened after 22 days at room temperature. It was lilce typical
swells from the stock.
Plate cultures from 105 GX and 133 N8 showed no growth at 60 c.
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Incubation of slight swells at 55 to 57 ° C . : - Ten slight
swells and three apparently sound cans were sorted from differ-
ent parts of the stack L.S. Since they were packed 140 days
had elapsed. They were incubated together at 55° C to 57° C,
with the results shown inthe table.
Table X.
Slight Ho change Tight swell Burst Cofcn Gran neg- Other
swell after after hours within spoiled ative, bac-
number hours hours or good slender teria
rods
1,2,3,4 24 cheesy
5,6 24 cheesy 0)
7,8,9 42 cheesy
10 50 slightly
cheesy few
11,12,13 50 good
The four cans that burst were not examined "by staining;
the other six were examined and all showed Gram negative, slen-
der rods. Growth took place on incubation in nine out of ten
of these slight swells, for they burst or became tight swells.
The bacteria in can #10 had evidently died. The three appar-
ently sound cans were found sound at the end of the period of
incubation. Cans which swelled in the stack and did not "burst
may have contained only a few surviving spores, and these spores
may have been delayed in germinating until a part of the period
of favorable temperature in the stack had elapsed.
It appears then that corn may be contaminated with thermo-
philic bacteria; that these bacteria may survive the process-
ing, and that under the conditions of storage of this extra
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standard corn that no spoilage nay result, "but that under the
conditions of storage of standard corn much spoilage nay result,
and also that the infection may survive in the cans for many
days at ordinary temperatures and may then result in rapid
spoilage if the cans are incubated at high temperatures. If it
"be supposed that these cans may have been infected through leaks
"by "bacteria present in the water of the incubator, it must "be
remembered that the cans appeared sou.' id and the incubator con-
tained strong brine made acid with sulphuric acid, further
evidence of infection without spoilage is found in the table
showing a greater per cent of spoilage from outside inward in
the stack of cans examined. Swells 105 GZ, 108 SX, and 125 HZ
of this series were inoculated in sound corn and swells result-
ed at 60° C and 70° C, but not at 57° C, 49° C, nor 80° C, and
not in controls at any temperature. See also the notes on tube
cultures and inoculations with pure cultures.
I-ethod of Inoculating cans : - Three methods were successively
used, the first through the caps, the second through the vents,
and the third through a puncture made generally in the smooth
end of the can, and this last method was found best.
Inoculation\through the caps:- This method yielded the first
successful results in our attempts to get growth from the spoil-
age. It was thought that the transfer of a large quantity of
spoiled corn to sound cans together with high temperature incu-
bation might yield results, and this was found to be truf al-
though later it was found that a needlefull was generally suf-

ficient. The cans were set on end and flooded with alcohol.,
which was set on fire. The cans were unsoldered at the vent,
and a hot capping copper was used to remove the caps. A tea
spoon was found to contain 5 cc. of corn, and it was flammed
and dipped full of the corn from a typical tight swell from the
stack L.S. Ey means of a flamed platinum needle the spoonfull
was levelled off and half ftf it was put in each of two cans to
he inoculated. Their caps were replaced with flamed caps and
soldered in place, the vents were soldered, and the cans were
incubated. Controls of two kinds were used. Some sound cans
were merely uncapped, the flamed spoon thrust in and the can re-
capped, and some received also 2-1/2 cc. of corn from another
sound can. Inoculated cans and controls were incubated at all
the four temperatures of. the first incubation.
The results are not presented in full and not in tabular
form, hut are here "briefly described. Nine typical tight swells
from stack L.S., and each from a different part, were used in
making inoculation through the caps. Each swell contained in-
flammable gas and the corn was quiet, i.e., not foaming on op-
ening the cans and indicating little CO^. The cans had a cheesy
odor. Each was examined "by staining, and the corn in each con-
tained very numerous Sram negative, slender rods, single or
united in two's or in short and long threads. I7o other "bacteria
were found except in one can which also contained short Grain
positive rods.
Cans inoculated through the caps and incubated at 65° to
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o o o67 C and at 55 to 57 C generally resulted in slight swells
in 24 to 28 hours, "but some delayed to 42 hours. Tight swells
and "bursted cans sometimes resulted in 24 hours and some in 48
hours. The cans "burst with explosive force, and if free, im-
mediately floated half emptied of corn. Generally the side
seam was ripped v/ide open. Gtains showed Gram negative, slend-
er rods as in the original swells. Controls remained sound and
free from "bacteria. Similar results v/ere obtained at 45° to
o
47 C, "but growth was generally slower, resulting in slight
swells in 48 hours and showing the same Gram negative, slender
rods. This was the lowest temperature at which these bacteria
were grown, and the only occasion at this temperature. Results
were complicated at 45 to 47° C "by at least two other organ-
isms, "both Oram positive and "both producing CCg and making the
corn sour with the taste of lactic acid. These lactic acid
formers when present generally superceded the Gram negative,
slender rods of the inoculating material. Controls: Three
controls, capped and recapped, remained sound and free from bac-
teria. Cne control that received 2-1/2 cc. of sound corn "be-
came sharply acid. The lactic acid "bacteria may v/ell have en-
tered a contamination in handling the corn during inoculation,
as other work was in progress in the "basement room in the fac-
tory where the work was done.
At 25° to 27° C no growth of Cram negative "bacteria was ob-
served. The inoculated cans remained sound and free from "bac-
teria, although some Cram negative rods could "be found on search,
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these "being added with the 2-1/2 cc. of inoculating material.
Controls remained sound and free from "bacteria.
Some inoculated cans swelled in 48 hours and the corn had
a sparkling and acid taste, better methods of work eliminated
these complications, and doubtless they resulted from contamin-
ation.
Method of inoculating through the vent:- The cans in this
series were set on end and flooded with alcohol, and the alcohol
was set on fire. A hot soldering copper was applied to the sold-
er closing the vent until the solder melted and flowed within
the can. A flamed platinum needle was thrust in and the ad-
hering corn was smeared on a slide for staining. Control cans
were then resoldered. Swells were opened and stains were made
in like manner, then the needle was flamed, thrust in at the
vent of the swelled can, then in at the open vent of the sound
can to "be inoculated, and the vent was then soldered. The con-
trol and the inoculated can were put together in a cloth sack
and incuhated at the determined temperature under water. Every
control and every inoculated can in this series was examined as
indicated, and all were found free from "bacteria "before inocu-
lating. The sound cans used were extra standard furom a day's
run late in the season, and the stack from which they came
showed no spoilage.
Incubation of apparently sound corn:-/J?our lots of six
cans each were incuhated at 25° c 45° 9 and 65° n ^QOriar)
tively for 50 hours. Spoilage occurred only at 65°, and four
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cans developed to typical swells as shown in the table "below.
All that remained sound after incubation were opened, and the
corn was tested and examined "by staining. The corn in all of
them was of good appearance and flavor and free from "bacteria.
The four that swelled as shewn in the table contained corn of
a cheesy odor and stains showed very numerous Oram negative,
slender rods, single or joined end to end in two's or in short
or long threads.
Table XII.
Apparently sound corn from stack L.S. incubated at 65° C.
Can Hot swelled Slight swell Tight Found Corn Oram Other
after hours after hours swell "burst cheesy 01 nega- bac-
after after good * tive teria
hours hours rods
1 24 Q
2 24 50 C 0)
3 20 42
4 42
5 24 42 50
6 24 20
42
The temperature at the center of can 1 after 24 hours was
65.5° C.
Two cans burst. The gas in these raised the caps slightly
and much of the corn was discharged, but water did not enter.
Can 6 was taken from the incubator to prevent bursting af-
ter 42 hours. It was thenkept at room temperature for a month,
and then used at Sibson as ,.,172.
The second series comprised twenty-four cans of extra
standard corn and nineteen cans of standard corn from factory A;
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they were put in two sacks and incubated at 60° C. This corn
was packed on the dates shown in the following table, and had
therefore "been kept 1^° days to at warehouse temperatures, in-
cluding the initial high temperatures. Hone of the cans were
swelled, "but all were apparently sound. During incubation, 10
ouh of 19 standard oans spoiled, and 5 out of 24 extra standard.
These swelled and hurst or else were opened. The corn had a
cheesy od'or, hut was not acid. Stains were made, and all of the
spoiled corn showed Gram negative rods, single or joined end to
end in two's or in short or long threads, and no other "bacteria.
The cans that failed to swell, hut remained apparently' sound to
the end of the period of incubation, were then opened and the
corn had the appearance, odor, and flavor of good corn. A stain
was made from each can remaining sound, and no bacteria were
found in any of them. One of the tables is a summary of the ex-
periment and the other gives details of the spoilage. The num-
ber of cans incubated was not large enough to show the propor-
tion of infected but apparently sound cans in the corn packed
on those days, but it shows that such infection existed in both
grades of corn.
Table XIII.
Apparently Sound Corn Incubated at 60° C.
Total cans Cans remaining Cans spoiled
incubated sound on incu- during incu-
Ex. Std. bation bation
GX 7 4 3
HX 6 4 2
JX 6 6
XX 5 5
LS 10 • 4 6
ITS 9 5 4
43 28 15
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Inoculations were made from two different swells from the
stack L S into sound cans through the vents, and the inoculated
cans were incubated at 65° to 67° C and swelled. These result-
ing swells were in turn used in inoculating sound cans which
were incubated at the same temperature with the results shown in
the following table.
Table XIV.
Inoculated Cans Incubated at 65° C to 67° C.
number Hot Slight Tight Corn Gram negative Other
swelled swell swell good slender rods bac-
after after after cheesy * teria
hours hours hours
1 12 18 *
2 12 18 yes
3 12 18 * yes
4 12
20 * yes
5 12
18 not re- yes yes
corded
Controls
6,7,8,9 20
10 18
dumber 1. This can burst after 20 hours.
Ilumber 5. Gram positive, long, wide rods, the only instance
IJumber 4. This can was then kept 15 days at room tempera-
ture and did not swell more.
The five controls were opened and the corn was of good ap-
pearance and flavor and free from bacteria. The 'temperature at
the center of these cans when opened was 64° C.
On opening the swells, fine bubbles were give off from the
corn, but this soon ceased when the corn cooled.
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•Then the organism is passed through a series of cans incu-
bated at high temperature, the growth was more rapid and the per-
iod of growth more uniform than from original swells from the
stack.
The work was now transferred to the Gibson laboratory.
Iluch credit is due Ilr. J. W. LIcCall as a progressive canner in
establishing a research laboratory for the good of the industry
in Illinois. The laboratory proper is in a room set apart for
the purpose, but the experiment room of the factory with its
equipment , and indeed the whole factory, has been most generously
and freely put at our disposal, andmy thanks are due ur. LIcCall
for his efficient personal aid in the laboratory on several oc-
casions. A part of the present equipment and supplies belong
to the factory, a part to the laboratory of Bacteriology of the
University of Illinois.
The method of incubating will first be described, live
vinegar barrels were set in a row and the heads were knocked out.
From the boiler a pipe was run above the barrels, and from this
header a down tube of 3/8" iron pipe was run into each barrel
to within about two inches of the bottom. Sach down tube was
provided with a valve at a convenient height above the barrel,
and the down tube was open at the bottom, so that when the valve
was opened the steam flowed down and escaped directly into the
water. Thus the water in the barrels was heated by turning
flowing steam directly into it at the bottom. For the first
period of incubation, a barrel of salt was distributed equally
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among the five "barrels to increase the heat retaining mass, and
about three pounds of commercial sulphuric acid was poured into
the water in the "barrels to prevent "bacterial growth. The
uation being etched directly on the heavy glass stem. This one
thermometer was used in all of the incubation experiments. It
was floated deep in the water "by means of tvio perforated corks
near the upper end, and in use it was lifted from "barrel to bar-
o
rel. A range of 2 C above the desired temperatures was allowed.
Steam was turned into the water near the "bottom until the tem-
perature was 2° C above the temperature determined on for each
"barrel, then the steam was cut off and the temperature was alQ
lowed to fall slowly through two degrees, when the steam was
again turned on and the temperature again elevated 2 C. This
was continued throughout the time of incubation, night and day.
Mr. John Hansen, an old and trusted employee of the G-ibson Can-
ning Company, regulated the temperatures during not less than
19 hours of each 24 during both periods of incubation. He also
recorded all temperatures at night and most of the temperatures
by day. During his absence, not less than five hours in any 24,
the temperatures were kept within range and were recorded by
myself, or by Mr. William Green, or else were not recorded. The
incubators at 80° C
, 70 c and 60° 8 were easily regulated, but
o o
at 49 C not so easily, and at 57 C with difficulty. The valve
supplying steam to the barrel at 80° was mostly left slightly
open, so that small bubbles of steam escaped in the water and
from -4° C to 150 C, the grad-
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the temperature fell slowly.
The following table shows the number of temperature read-
ings during the two periods of incubation, February 12, 1:30
P. LI. to February 15, 6:00 P. 1.1.
,
and February 17, 10:00 A *M . to
February 22, 12:05 A.M. It also shows the recorded variations
from the desired temperatures:
Table XV.
Incubator Temperature Readings
Tenperaturb Total number Headings
of readings within % Rgadings
1 below-2 below—'1 above
97$ 4 1 *
97$ 2 ' 2 6
99$ 5
.00$
99> 10
range
37 to 59° C 510
49 to 51° 304
60 to 62 512
70 to 72° 504
80 to 82 ' 505
501
294
509
504
502
Total 1555 1510
* The incubator at 57 to 59
was once observed at 48° C, once
As the readings were taken
order, it is sufficient to state
readings for one incubator only.
Table XVI.
Minutes Between Readings
February hinutes
12 41
15 46
14 57
10 53
17 30
18 38
19 37
20 53
21 43
22 49
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The average time was about 40 minutes and the records show
that the actual time did not vary greatly from the average time.
As previously stated, there were a few intervals "by day only
when the temperatures were kept within range, hut were not re-
corded.
Heat Penetration and Temperature Range Within the Incubated
Cans of Corn.
A conical iron was driven into the end of a can until the
opening was of such size as to admit the thermometer. The open-
ing was closed with a stopper and the can was immersed in the
water in one of the incubators. Such a can was put in each incu-
bator, and three or four readings on each of four days at approx-
imately four and nine A.I.I, and six and eleven P.M. were recorded.
The temperatures were more constant than the water temperatures
and were all within range for all of the incubators.
Table XVII.
Temperature in Incubated Cans.
Limits of temperature 37-39° 49-51° 60-62° 70-72° 80-82°
At lower limit 7 1 8 9 11
One degree above
lower limit 4 7 4 4 3
At upper limit 3 6 2 1
Total readings 14 14 14 14 14
Except in emergencies, this method of regulating the incu-
bators by hand is not recommended, as it is tedious and costly,
and the results are dependent for accuracy on the constant vig-
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ilance of a nan.
j
Method of incubating cans at Gibson factory : - The cans were
washed under the tap and left to dry. In the first series a
hot soldering copper was applied to the smooth end of the cans
to sterilize an area. For the rest the cans v/ere placed smooth
end up and the flame of an alcohol lamp was directed upon this
end by means of a pipette used as a blowpipe. The flame was
continued until the tin coat melted and the iron "beneath was
turned a little blue over a sufficient area. The sharpened
shank of a file was flamed and thrust through the metal in the
middle of the flamed area, making a small puncture. A flamed
platinum needle was thrust into the corn through this puncture
and the corn which adhered to the needle was smeared on a clean
glass slide and later fixed in the flame and stained "by Gram's
stain. Oram's stain consisted in the usual an^lin gentian vio-
let, lugol's solution, 95% alcohol, and a counter stain of
aqueous eosin. This was sometimes followed "by a second appli-
cation of Lugol's solution to color the starch.
The can which was the source of the inoculation and the can
which was to he inoculated were thus opened and examined "by stain
ing. The needle was then flamed and thrust into the spoiled
corn and then into the sound corn. The inoculated can was then
sealed "by applying solder over the puncture. We usually dipped
the hot soldering copper into the liquid flux and did not apply
flux with a "brush over the puncture. Control cans were always
punctured and usually the corn was stained. A flamed needle
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was thrust in without any inoculating material on it and the can
was sealed and incubated with the inoculated cans. Sometimes
cans to he inoculated were given a preliminary heating in water
o
up to 60 C to prevent cold sealing of the cans, as otherwise
sound cans appear to he slightly swelled when incubate'd at high
temperatures and must he cooled down for the detection of true
swells. The cans were numbered and marked on one end with the
sharpened shank of a file, and then were put in cloth bags and
hung submerged in the water in the barrels used as incubators.
There was no spoilage other than the usual small amount due
to leaks in the Gibson factory during the season of 1912. Some-
what more than 100 cans of this corn were used in inoculation ex-
periments, including the controls. Cans numbered 175 EX to
234 EX Y/ere extra standard. Cans marked 300 3 to 347 3 were
standard corn.
Inoculation Experiments in C-ibson Laboratory :
-
Table XVIII.
Can s Inoculated From Original Swells •
Original Its con- Cans Incubated Hot Tight Burst
swell dition incubated C° swelled swell hours
hours hours
1551S8V; 3168 60° 28
Same Same 206EX 60° 36
I60LS 307S eo° 32
161LS8V/ He 309S 49 56
Same Same 209EX 49° 60
Same Same 210EX 49° 60
Same Same 211EX 49° 60
Hone 175SX 49 64
ITone 3173 49 64
tive teria
rods
0>
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Its condition * means that the original tight sv/ell con-
tained inflammable gas, the corn on opening was quiet and not
persistently foaming. It had a cheesy odor. A stain showed
Gram negative, slender rods, single or joined end to- end in
pairs, in threads and in long threads.
Cans 175EX and 3173 were controls. They were punctured,
sealed and incubated and did not swell. They were finally
opened and the corn was of good appearance and flavor and free
from "bacteria.
Plate cultures from swells 209EX, 210SX, 211EX and from
control 175EX in corn sucrose agar stock GrlO were flooded with
sterile melted parafine and incubated 86 hours at 60° C and
showed no growth.
Tahle XIX.
Inoculations from Cans Apparently
Sound That Swelled.
Source of Can inocu- Tempera- Hot Slight Tight 3-ram Other
inoculation lation ture in- swelled swell swell Burst nega- "bac
oculated hours hours hours hours tive teria
rods
105 G X 175 EX 37°C 152
105 5 X 205EXH 70 24 31
105 G X 305 3 70 25 28
105 G A 199 EX 80 110
108 g X 328 3E 70 65
328 S E "191 EX 70 45
108 G Jk, 534 S 37 152
108 G X 195 E X 49 132
108 a X 558 S 60 114 120
none 175 EX 49 132
Kept at a variable room temperature 85 days it remained
a tight swell and did not "burst. It was then vented, stained
and re sealed.
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Cans 328 3 E and 191 E X became very tight.
Can 306 S ripped open with a small rip in the smooth end.
Can 338 3 ripped wide open along the side seam.
Swells 159LS87/, 1641S8V/, 152LS5.7 and 148LS5Y/. Four typ-
ical swells were inoculated in standard and in extra standard
o
corn incubated at 60 C with negative results.
Explanatory sentence:- Swell 170. A swell was inoculated
in a can using 2-1/2 cc. introduced through the cap, and the
can was capped, tipped, and incubated at 25° C for 50 hours
and resulted in a swell, which was later used at Gibson as
swell 170. Swell 170 contained explosive gas and also C0 2 . The
corn foamed persistently on opening, and had the prickly taste
of CO^-. A few Gram negative slender rods from the inoculating
material were found and very many small, short, Gram positive
rods, single, in pairs, and in chains. This can was inocu-
lated in 214EX and incubated at 60° C for 70 hours, and did not
swell. The corn was found of good appearance and flavor and
free from bacteria. Possibly the thermophilic bacteria had
been killed by lactic acid produced by the other organisms dur-
ing the first incubation, These other bacteria were doubtless
killed by the high temperature of the last incubation.
Swell 171. A swell IS 6 W was inoculated in can 29. Can
o o29 was incubated at 65 to 57 C at Eureka and in 12 hours it
had not swelled. In 18 hours it had swelled. It was brought
to Gibson and examined and used as can :171. On opening it
the gas soon passed off. The corn had a cheesy odor and con-
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tained very numerous Gram negative, slender rods, single, in
two's and in threads.
Swell 172. Can #6 from factory A was one of the four ap-
parently sound cans that swelled when incubated at 55° C. It
was later opened and used at Gibson under the -fcumber 172.
Swell 173. A swell was inoculated in a can and incubated
at 65° C at factory A. A swell resulted ana was inoculated in
a can and incubated at 65° C and in 12 hours there was no
Swelling, "but in 18 hours this inoculated can was a tight swell.
This last resulting swell was given the number 173. It was lat-
er examined and inoculated in cans at Gibson. It was a typical
swell like the original spoilage, with hydrogen gas, a cheesy
odor and numerous Gram negative, slender rods.
Table XX.
Cans Inoculated From Swells 171, 172,
Swell Can in- Incubated Hot Slight Tight
oculated at C° swelled swell swell
hours hours
171 2223X 60 21 57
171 529 S 60 21 37
172 218EX 60 21 37
172 310S 60 14 21 37
173 217 EX 60 12 14 19
173 332 S 12
Control
14913 5
W
204EX 37
1491S5W 219SX 60 69
rods only
All of these inoculated cans contained gas that soon passed
from the corn on opening, leaving it quiet. The corn had a
cheesy odor and the bacteria were the same in form as those

from the original spoilage.
149LS 5W was an apparently sound can. The corn was of
good appearance and flavor and no bacteria were found on stain
ing. It was used to furnish controls 332 3 and 219 EX.
Swell 218E2 was plated in corn sucrose agar stock G 12
and incubated 42 hours at 60° C, then for 66 hours at room
temperature and no colonies developed. A second plate was in-
cubated at 37° C and then at room temperature and no colonies
developed.
Swells 3103 and 3293 in cofresponding plate cultures at
n80 C developed no colonies. 329 S at 37 C developed only a
spreading colony, an evident contamination.
Control plates without sample developed no colonies.
In general aerobic plate cultures from swells from this
spoilage have given negative results even when can to can in-
oculations from the same source have resulted in swells.
An original swell, 148LS51V, contained the usual gas, corn
with a cheesy odor, and very numerous Gram negative, slender
rods and no other bacteria. It was inoculated in two cans of
standard and two of extra standard corn and a control can of
each grade was punctured and resealed. All six cans were in-
o
cubated at 80 C for seven days nearly the whole of both per-
iods, and no swells resulted, i'he corn was much browned, but
otherwise of good appearance and flavor and on staining no
bacteria were found.
Other cans and also tubes were incubated at 80° C and
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show' growth, and these experiments indicate that 80 to 82 C
is above the highest temperature at which these thermophilic
"bacteria can grow.
SUEMAEY OF IIT0CULATI01T EXPERIMENTS
Hot all. cans inoculated were examined "by s/a^ining previous
to inoculation, but in all ^ fifty representative cans, standard
and extra standard, or nearly half of all used, were so examined
and all of them were found to be free from bacteria. The state-
ment here and elsewhere that cans were examined and no bacteria
were found, does not mean that no bacteria could be found on
search, for of course all canned corn contains a few dead bac-
teria, but it means that bacteria were not seen or were not
present in numbers to cause spoiling.
Some inoculated cans that swelled and some controls are
reserved unopened for future work. Hot a single control can
swelled at any temperature or period of incubation. Every
control can opened contained sound corn of good appearance,
flavor and taste and was free from bacteria. All cans incu-
bated at 80° G, however, were decidedly browned by the heat,
and at 70° and 60° they were a little browned. Inoculated cans
and controls incubated at 80° C never swelled. Every such can
was opened and found to contain good sound corn, free from bac-
teria. Tube cultures also at 80° C showed no growth, and 80°C
is doubtless above the highest temperature at which the organ-
ism causing this spoilage can grow. Inoculated cans and con-
trols incubated at 37° C did not swell and the corn remained
sound and good and was found free from bacteria. There were
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exceptions, but these swells v;ere not typical of the general
spoilage, i.e., Gram negative, slender rods, single, in two's
and in threads were not found. 37° C is below the lowest tem-
perature at which the organism causing this spoilage can grow.
The controls- and most of the inoculated cans incubated at 49°
o
to 51 C did not swell, hut remained sound and free from bac-
teria.
Cans inoculated from swells and incubated at 50° C to
62° G, or at 70 to 72° G, swelled tight, and either burst or
were taken from the incubator before bursting. When cans were
inoculated from the same swell and a swell resulted at 70° C,
a swell also resulted at 60° C, but not at 80° C nor at 37 C,
and sometimes not at 49° C. Every swell resulting from in-
oculation and incubation at 60° C or 70° C contained gas which
soon passed off, leaving the corn quiet. The gas contained
little CO2. The corn did not taste acid, but had a cheesy
odor. It contained very numerous Oram negative, slender rods,
single or joined en to end in two's, in threads and in long
threads. Cans that burst were usually immediately removed
and the hour of bursting was marked. The corn remaining in
the can was examined by staining with the same results.
Inoculation from can to can in series and incubation at 60° G
o
or 70 C gave the same results and more surely than from orig-
inal swells from the stacks in the warehouse
.
^ome original swells inoculated in cans failed to result
in swells, but it will be remembered that only a needlefull
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Of inoculating material was transferred, and the original swells
were^^-days old. Letails are given of some of these inocula-
tions .
PURE CULTURE EXPERIEMfS
Corn agar media were made in various ways, using raw corn
on the cob, raw corn cut from the cob, and canned corn, some-
times making corn extract and adding the agar, sometimes cook-
ing all together. Some lots were made with corn, water, and ag
agar only; some with sucrose and litmus added, and some with
peptone. It is difficult to clarify corn media with white of
eggs or by filtration, because of the gelatinized starch pre-
sent .
£he corn media used in this study of thermophilic bacteria
were made with canned corn, and they clarified spontaneously
without using white of egg and without filtration. It was
found that when thin gelatinized starch is cooked with agar
they separate on slowly cooling, and this fact was applied in
making corn agar media. The following method is simple and
easy and gives a clear medium containing much of the soluble
part of the corn:
water, tap, hot 4,000 cc.
Canned corn, extra standard,
of September 14th 1,000 cc.
Sucrose 80 g.
Agar 50 g.
Litmus to color, in water 100 cc.
Heat the water to boiling, stir in the canned corn, heat
to boiling, stir in the dry agar, mark the level or weigh
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"boil with constant stirring not more than five minutes, restore
water lost "by evaporation, heat in the autoclav fifteen or
twenty minutes at fifteen pounds steam pressure, remove and stir
well, cover and cool over night or else cool rapidly to 60° C,
then slowly until set, then with ice. The corn and corn pulp
will he found in the hottom of the pail and ahove it a copious
layer of gelatinized starch, so free from agar that it pours
away readily. Cut the solid agar in large "blocks, trim away
the thin layer of insoluble corn residues from its lower sur-
face, rinse it under the tap, cut it up, liquify it with heat
and tube it. Sucrose and litmus can he added to the finished
medium or earlier. I.luch of the litmus remains in the gelatin-
ized starch, coloring it greenish blue. The colid agar is
"blue, with a purple tint. It is clear, hut not entirely free
from a slight flocculent cloudiness. It is faintly alkaline,
to litmus and phenolphtalein. This medium gives a strong
starch reaction with iodin and has the pleasant odor and flavor
of canned corn. It was my custom to fill the finished agar
in Erlenmeyer flasks of 300 cc. total capacity, 200 cc. in
each flask. The flasks were plugged with cot on and cotton
was tied over the mouth of each. The medium was liquefied in
flowing steam and sterilised for 20 or sometimes for 30 min-
utes at 250° P. in the autoclav. In use it was poured from
the flask into sterile Petri dishes and tubes. In sterilizing
empty glassware the oven was heated and maintained at or ahove
o
160 C. for an hour, and in making cultures blank controls
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were always poured and always with negative results. If pep-
tone is used, add it immediately after stirring in the dry agar.
Aerobic Cultures :
-
Fourteen typical swells were opened as
described and examined, and a needlefull of the contents was
transplanted in sound cans as described. At the same time, a
series of plate cultures was made from each swell
,
using in
each case one needlefull of the spoiled corn.
The needle was flamed, thrust in the spoiled corn, held
over the plate, and the cool agar medium was poured over it
and into the plate. Control plates were poured without inocu-
lating. These plate cultures were incubated in deep cans,
weighted deep in the hot water, and cotton v/as packed above
the plates to retain heat. They were incubated as shov.n in
the table, then at room temperature for 77 hours. No growth
occurred in any of these plates to the end of the experiment
except a spreading tjurface growth in one plate at 57° C as
noted, doubtless a contamination.
Prom this experiment it appears that there were no living
bacteria in these swells that could grow in aerobic plate cul-
tures in corn agar at high or low temperatures. The corres-
ponding transfers to sound cans, however, caused swelling and
bursting. The vital difference appears to be that the cans are
more nearly anaerobic.
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Table XXI.
negative Aerobic Plate Cultures
Tine of Incubation of Plates ITrom 14 Swells
Hours of Incubation at
Source of n
swell 37°C 49 C
u
RO°C
125 US 45 AK*± <J
137 LS 45
145 ITS 67 67
148LS5,, 68 68 68 68
149LSSW 73 73 73 73
152 LS5V 68 68 68
. 68 68
155 73 73
159L38.W *73 73
160LS8W 73 73
161LSBV; 68 68 68 68 68
162LS8W 68 68 68 68 68
171 73 73
172 73 73
175 73 73
Controls 68 68 68 68 68
Controls 68 68 68
Controls 68 68
* A single spreading colony.
Sound cans were inoculated from swells and incubated at
high temperatures. The inoculated cans swelled and plate cul-
tures were made from them and incubated at high and low temper-
and
atures as shown in the table A at room temperature, and no growth
occurred in any of them, but inoculations from the same source
at the same time in cans resulted in swells at high tempera-
tures .
in each case
-late cultures were made „from cans apparently sound but
which swelled on incubation at 60°C, one needlefull of the
spoiled corn being used. When the agar had solidified, these
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plate cultures were flooded with paraffin which had "been melted
and sterilized in the autoclav. Ho gro7/th appeared in any of
these plates at 60°C. The results of the corresponding culture
in cans and in tubes are shown in the tables. Other aerobic
plate cultures were made and no grosth occurred.
The swells used to inoculate these tubes were apparently
sound cans that swelled on incubation at 60° C (see Cable
XIII). GX and IIX were extra standard, packed on or about the
last of August on days when spoilage resulted in the standard
corn, and the swells narked U.S. were standard packed September
6th.
The tube cultures were made in the following manner:- Test
tubes were cleaned, dried, plugged with cotton, and sterilized -
in the dry heat at 160° C or above during one hour. The cans
were flamed and punctured as already described and a flamed
platinum needle was thrust into the corn, then held over the
open mouth of a sterile empty tube, and the melted sterile corn
agar was poured in a stream over the end of the needle and into
the tube so as to mix a small number of bacteria with a large
volume of medium. The tubes were filled nearly to the top and
the agar was solidified by standing the tube upright in cold
water. Paraffin was melted and sterilized in the autoclav at
250° F for 20 minutes. The sterile melted paraffin was
poured in a layer above the solidified agar in the tubes, the
cotton plug was replaced, and the tubes were immersed to the
level of the paraffin in the water of the incubators.
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Colonies appeared in the deeper parts of the agar as small
mostly well isolated lenticular gas bubbles, and if the tubes
were not promptly removed from the incubator, the gas increased
and the agar was torn in pieces. Young cultures were used for
isolating colonies. The tube was scratched with a file near
the bottom and broken across and flamed. A glass rod v/as used
to push the agar from the tube into a sterile Petri dish. The
agar was torn open with flamed needles until a well isolated,
small gas forming colony v/as reached. A flamed platinum needle
was touched on the inner walls of the gas colony and then thrust
into the flamed and punctured cans of sound corn to be inocu-
lated. A stained preparation was made from the same colony.
The first successful agar cultures of this organism were
made in much the same manner as the tube cultures, but were
made in sterile glass Lias on jars of one pint capacity. They
were filled full with the inoculated agar medium, the top was
screwed on and the cans were incubated at high temperature.
Gas colonies appeared as in the tube cultures and produced
typical swells when inoculated in sterile cans of corn and in-
cubated at high temperatures. Stains from colonies showed only
the typical Gram negative, slender rods like those in the
swells
.
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Table XXII.
Tube Cultures Prom Swells
Deep gas Stains from
colonies (Jran ColoniesSwells Tubes No growth colonies
used at C° after hours after hrs negative , slender in cans
rods only narked
103GX 60 29 36
103GX 37 122
105SX 49 118 or
sooner B
111HX 60 31 36 B
111HX 70 106 or flomiPT X
111HX 37 122 o
i26::s 60 30 35 32
1261TS 49 118 or sooner o
1261TS 37 122
126ITS 80
. 122 •
129IT3 70 31 36 A
1291JS 49 36 47
129IIS 37 122 0)
133NS 70 26 37 I) •
Sound can
131IIS 60 122
Control
tubes All 122
These tubes were first Irept 54 hours at room tenperature
and no growth occurred before they were put at these tempera-
tures.
For results of inoculations of colonies in sound cans see
next table. He ino dilation in tubes of a colony from each of
four of these tubes, namely those from 111I-IX, 126ITS, 1291JS and
133IIS, gave negative results at 60 and 70°C. Uo other attenpts
were made.
Corn sucrose agar medium made with 15$ of dry agar liqui-
11 quid
fied and remained A at 80 C, but solidified readily when cooled
again.
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Reinoculation into cans : - The cans incubated at 66°C and
o
the 5 controls at 66 C were examined "by staining before inocu-
lation, and all were then found free from bacteria.
The cans marked incubated at 56°C were incubated at 70°C
for 9 hours,' then at room temperature for 78 days, then in a
high temperature incubator which ran in three periods of four
hours, 9 hours and 10 hours, respectively, at 64.5°C to 66°G,
each period followed by a period of 14 hours at temperatures
o
falling from 64.5 to 45 C. The incubator was made for the pur-
pose.
Additional controls 251EX, 252EX, 233EX and 254SX were in-
cubated in the high temperature incubator for the same periods.
Hone swelled, and all were good on opening and free from bac-
teria .
Table XXIII.
Colonies Inoculated in Cans
Gram nega-
Colony #Can at Hot swelled Slight swell Tight swell tive,slen-
used C after hours after hours after hours der rods only
B 66 26 41 75 4
B 70 25 +-
T 66 26 48 h
is
p 66 26 41 75
4^ +32 70 22 25T^ +
A 70 22 25
D 70 71 +
Hone 66 65
Hone 66 . 65

got acid :
-
Five grams of this corn was put in a porcelain
crucible and ground to a pulp with a glass rod and titrated
cold against ITaOIi n/20. A. second similar sample was first
hoiled and cooled, then titrated. The corn required 3.5 cc of
ITaOE n/20 "before "boiling and 2.6 cc after boiling and cooling.
The difference calculates the C0
2 amounts to only 0).O2'^. The
acidity of the corn after expelling the CO^ was about the same
as sound standard corn.
i'Qt pathogenic nor toxic :- A man in health with stomach
empty masticated and swallowed three teaspoonfulls of this corn,
a little more than 15 grams. The taste was unpleasant "but did
not cause decided nausea, and no further effects were observed
that day nor later. This thermophilic organism does not grow
at temperatures as low as the hlood temperature of manmals, and
apparently its growth at high temperatures in canned corn does
not result in the production of toxins.
Uorphology :- long threads were frequent, measuring 12 to
15 microns and occasionally up to 24 microns; medium threads
were commonly 7 to 10 microns, short threads 2 to 4, and single
cells 1 to 1.5 microns.
V/e have not seen spores, and we present no data on its
motility. We have examined and measured the hacteria in corn
from original sv/ells and in corn from swells resulting from
various inoculations. ,/e have also examined and measured the
"bacteria from colonies in agar tube cultures. The cells are
single, or mostly joined end to end in two's and in short and
long threads. They are of uniform width, ahout 0.4 micron,
rarely tapering to 0.2 micron.

com Heated in The ^ar : - Ears of sweet corn were packed
in a barrel and changes were observed in the temperature, acid-
ity, flavor and "bacterial content. A part of it was canned
after heating four days and was found to differ from standard
canned corn, details of the work follow.
On September 13th a sugar barrel was packed nearly full
with ears of sweet corn and filled to the top with green husks.
The corn was freshly gathered, some with green husks and tender
kernels, some more mature, and a few ears too hard for canning.
Table XXI?.
Corn Heated In The Ear.
Temperature C° Taste and Cdor
Air Ears of Corn
Initial 22,22,21,19 Fresh and sweet
In one day 24 52 to 33 Less sugar.no acid
odor
In two days 28 4o to 41 Sugar mostly gone,
lactic acid odor
In three days 22 42,44,44 SUgar to test,
odor faint acetic,
lactic .butyric
In four days 25 31,36,36 Jlat to taste,
odors of volatile
acid
Rapid advance in maturity due to heating in the ear was
observed. The corn did not heat enough to kill the tissues.
Even the young ears retained much green in the husks. S|rgar
disappeared and starch increased so that even young ears be-
came starchy with the contents like dough. The young corn was
still plump, the medium corn was partly dented, and the old
corn was dented at the too.
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There was some change in acidity, "but the sound ears, that
is with the kernels not bruised, developed no perceptible acid
taste. The young corn as it advanced in maturity on heating
advanced in acidity until it tested the same as hard corn.
Three ears were each broken in half, and one half was tested
and the other half put in the barrel to heat with the rest of
the ears, and tested after four days.
Table XXV.
Acidity of Heated Corn
Before After
four days four days
Young Plus 7° Plus 30°
liedium "7 "22
Hard "26 "26
Bruised kernels " " 74
This heated corn had a distinct odor of volatile fermenta-
tion acids, acetic, lactic and butyric. The sound, unbruised
ears had no sharp acid taste and no bacteria were found on
staining the crushed contents of the kernels. Some ears had
been bruised, and bruised and broken kernels were cut off and
tested separately. They wore sharply acid with a lactic taste
and tested as high as Plus 74 acid, while unbroken kernels from
the same ear tested Plus 27° acid. On crushing, smearing, and
staining, very great numbers of bacteria were found in such
bruised and broken kernels.
>Vhen sound ears of corn heat, the corn undergoes changes
due to the activity of its own living tissues , and the changes
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are similar to the maturing of corn on the stalk, "but more
rapid. V/hen "bruised ears are heated, bacteria enter and mul-
tiply in the "bruised tissues and cause acetic, lactic, and "bu-
tyric fermentations.
After heating four days, some of the corn was out from the
cobs "by hand. The acidity of the mixed corn was Plus 15° acid,
and after adding the usual water, sugar and salt it was Plus
o o11 acid. It was heated to 90 G , filled in twelve cans, capped,
sealed, and processed for 78 minutes at 250°?.
Some of these cans were opened immediately, some after
three weeks, and some after a month, and there was no change in
the corn. These cans developed no swells and none "became flat
sour or changed noticeable in acidity. As compared with stand-
ard sweet corn, this heated corn showed many dark embryos,
whereas standard corn shows only normal yellow embryos or few
that are darkened. These dark embryos showed no bacteria on
staining, and therefore the change was wrought by the corn it-
self. The kernels of the heated corn were dark, and the older
kernels were dark or shrunken or wrinkled over the end. Dis-
colored grains that were not broken were examined by staining,
ana no bacteria were found. On search, kernels were found that
were discolored and broken, and on staining material from their
interior, many bacteria were found, both large, long rods and
small, short rods.
This experiment indicates that flat sours do not result
from canning corn that has heated in the ear. Corn that has
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heated "badly in the ear can "be detected in the can.
The heating of green corn when the ears are piled together
in cars or in the husking shed for three or four days is caused
"bacteria. luring this heating, a temperature of 50 C has been
observed. The sugar largely disappears and starch increases.
The acidity of young corn increases to about the sane as the
more mature ears, but none of it becomes sour to the taste.
Heating thus to 50°C largely destroys the green of the husks.
The lactic, butyric, and acetic odors from such heating corn
are due to the activities of bacteria in a relatively small
mass of bruised and broken tissues.
On September 6, 1912, one of the hot days of the season,
three cars of corn were shipped and arrived at the Gibson fac-
tory at about seven A*M,
,
September 7th, with vapor arising
freely from them. The following temperatures v/ere observed at
1:30 P.M., September 7th. The thermometer was thrust within
the husk next to the kernels.
by the activities of the living cells of the corn and not by
Table XXVI.
Corn Heated in the Ear in Cars.
Air temperature
Air above the cars
An ear growing in field in sunshine
1)
E) Ears about one foot deep in the car 47
5,4,5,6, Ears deeper in the car 49-1/2 (3 & 4)
50 (5 & 6)
40-l/2°C7 A green ear near surface in car
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Tins corn had heated until the husks had mostly lost their
"bright green color and were "brown in areas or all over. The
corn had an acid, lactic and "butyric, odor, hut the kernels of
sound ears were not acid to the taste, although the sugar was
mostly gone. The acidity of sound kernels from ear 5 was only
Plus 22 acid. The kernels were almost plump, "but were a
L
little faccid rather than crisp. Ear 5 was examined "by plat-
ing husk, silfc and kernel in corn agar. Many moulds and var-
ious "bacterial colonies developed.
Ears 5, 4, 5, 6, and 7 were examined "by making two plates
in corn agar from each ear from the interior of two kernels.
The hulls were seared with hot forceps, the kernels were opened
with flamed forceps and most of the interior tissue was trans-
ferred to the sterile Petri dish and poured with corn agar.
Pew colonies developed in these plates, one or two mould col-
onies and from one to sixteen "bacterial colonies. Stains from
the interior tissue of sound kernels of this heated corn showed
no "bacteria.
Corn ear worms are a source of dead "bacteria in canned
corn, late in the season. They infect the kernels, which they
partly eat, and bacteria multiply also in their abundant in-
testinal discharges, which are retained within the ear during
the whole growing season, and contaminate the corn on its way
to the can. By close inspection and "by cutting off the tips
of the ears, this contamination can he reduced.
Toward the last of the canning season of 1912, almost ev-
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ery ear contained one or twe live ear-worms. These were mostly
full grown and they had eaten channels through the kernels,
usually near the tip of the ears, and their digestive waste
had accumulated during the growing season within the husks.
On September S7th all corn was husked "by the husking mach-
ines and the wormy tips were cut off by hand with hatchets.
Even after this, one ear in eight showed worm eaten kernels,
and one in three showed the presence of digestive waste of the
ear-worm. Smear stains from the worm-eaten kernels and from
the droppings of the worms showed mycelium of moulds, budding
yeast cells sometimes in great numbers, and various bacteria
in great numbers.
Plate cultures were made in corn agar from partly eaten
kernels and from the droppings of the worms. A little of the
material was crushed in flamed forceps, and the medium was
poured over it in the sterile Petri dish.
The colonies that developed varied with each ear and kernel
In three days, colonies developed in all such plates, and in
controls no colonies developed. The controls were made by sear-
ing the surface of a sound kernel from the same ear with hot
forceps, tearing open the hull, and removing saost of the in-
terior with flamed forceps to sterile Petri dish and pouring
v/ith corn agar. Some plates from partly eaten kernels were
soon over-grown by numerous colonies of mucor, some by a
mould with pink comdid
,
some by rapid spreading bacterial
growth. These showed also very many minute and larger bacter-
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ial colonies, ihere were frequent colonies of large, almost
spherical, capsulated bacteria producing much mucilage in
raised colonies, i'here were various rod forms, both long and
short, wide and slender.
A worm was grasped lengthwise and held gently with for-
ceps. It discharged liquid from the mouth and then much chewed-
up corn from the crop and also droppings from the intestines.
These discharges were received separately in a sterile Petri
dish. Cultures might easily be made separately from the sev-
eral discharges to determine the bacterial content. Stains
were made and showed bacteria in the material from the crop
and very many and various bacteria in the fresh intestinal dis-
charges .
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IV. REFERENCES TO LITERATURE
The literature on thermophilic bacteria is scanty, and not
readily accessible.
la^far, in his Handbuch, Vol. 1, page 448, reviews the
work of Miguel, 0-lobig, Rabinowitsch, laxa, Schordinger, and
others. Thermophilic bacteria have been found in hot springs,
in snow water and garden soil, in excreta of nan and mammals,
in milk cheese, grain, and in foods. "lobig, in 1888, found
twenty- eight species in garden soil all growing abundantly at
60° C.
H. A. Harding found thermophilic bacteria in silage in
Y/isconsin in 1896. He furnished us reference to the work of
Tsiklinsky, Oprescu, Zeidler, 3chillinger, Teich, Cohn, and
others
.
Duckwall says: "I have seen cans of corn fermenting with
so much heat that I could scarcely hold a can in my hand,"
"Canning and Preserving with Bacteriological Technique", by
E.w. Duckwall, Vol. 1, 1905, page 49.
He suggests that such spoilage may be due to thermophilic
bacteria. If he made other original observations or experi-
ments, I have failed to find the published work.



